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Preface

FAIR MEDIA JUSTICE CHALLENGE
UK newsrooms stand accused of betraying multi-

cultural Britain. This charge comes in the wake of a
recent damning indictment by the New Statesman in
2012.  The evidence unnerved some editors of
metropolitan dailies and Sundays who are concerned
about the potential fallout for the reputation of the media
that is seeking to show it has recovered from recent
controversies. 

Yet, there still is no change in the paltry numbers of
Black and minority ethnic journalists. No respite in the
misrepresentation of Black communities that fuel race
tensions.

Black journalists and community leaders have
redoubled their challenge to the whites-only culture in
British newsrooms. Their best opinions, case studies
and personal histories in this collection are an antidote
against a media culture where white commentators
dictate what is good for Black people.



The collection sets out their views on how the
nation’s newsrooms can do things differently.

On hiring practices, for instance, dismantling
the structure of restrictive policies is
essential.

On misrepresenting Black people, newsrooms
need to learn how to report on Black
communities and youth without the persistent
use of negative stereotypes and
unsubstantiated rumours that fuel social
tensions.

Indeed, the media must abandon the pretence that
they can report for the whole society, let alone Black
Britain.

When “race rows” deepen after careless media
claims, it’s time for change.

When every story about welfare crackdowns, riots,
crime, poverty and homelessness starts with a cowering
Black face of deviance, it’s time for change.

And when Black people can never be shown in
ceaseless struggle for advancement and creativity even



in the hardest times, something’s wrong in the
newsrooms, then it’s damn sure time for change, root
and branch.

So let’s go further on the road to media change.
Political effort at the highest levels is long overdue.

To be sure, fundamental change in the relation
between newsrooms and Black communities will have
to go beyond remedial procedures, crocodile tears and
lip service grudgingly given. Real change comes when
there is a change in power, attitude and style. That is
why:

We need an Independent inquiry into the UK
media anti-Black hiring practices and
misrepresenting Black communities.

Evidence shows the moribund Press
Complaints Commission has proved useless in
redressing these legitimate grievances.

Moreover, significantly, the Leveson inquiry
into scandalous press relations with the
public, police and politicians, has said
nothing about unfair media practices against
Black journalists and communities.



Indeed, government can take action on errant media
and uphold its obligations under international human
rights laws to protect historically discriminated groups,
such as Blacks. Decisions may be partly based on proof
of corporate responsibility for causing race hate, alarm
or distress

Hence, the call for concerted political effort for an
alternative inquiry based on a national FAIR MEDIA
Social Justice Challenge. This will target what many
regard as widespread and systemic discriminatory
practices in hiring and reporting on Black communities.

Chart your own road map in the FAIR MEDIA
Justice Challenge:

Construct effective arguments for an
alternative inquiry into media discrimination
and malpractice***

Critically assess editorial attitudes to Black
journalists and communities

Join the debate about racism in the media, and
human rights



Understand how the media fuel “race riots,”
and learn how to respond to it.

Recognise how to implement the FAIR
MEDIA Justice Challenge

On the broadest level, the FAIR MEDIA Justice
Challenge will strengthen interaction between
communities and the media. The result will be a new
more authentic, high quality resource of news production
for 21st century journalists.

Thomas L Blair, Chronicleworld.org, Editions
Blair, ©2012

Notes
Newsroom sites broadly include newspapers, radio

stations, TV and satellite channels as well as  audio
and video content that offer opportunities to join the
national and global debate. It also refers to agencies
supplying content to news websites, mobile phones and
other wireless handheld devices. However, populist
media sites that incite racial hatred and
discrimination are excluded.



The New Statesman Minority Report “Are the
media racist?”  can be found at
http://www.newstatesman.com/blogs/the-
staggers/2012/01/white-pages-press-ethnic

This FAIR MEDIA e-book  is sourced from the
Chronicleworld.org, the premier online news
magazine serving Black Britain and Afro-Europe ©
1997-2012

The current Lord Justice Leveson inquiry examines
the relationship of the press with the public, police
and politicians, under the Inquiries Act 2005, with
powers to summon witnesses.

http://www.newstatesman.com/blogs/the-staggers/2012/01/white-pages-press-ethnic
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established values”. Furthermore, “they
favour a consensus view of any problem: they
reflect overwhelmingly middle class attitudes
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Street-wise or Media Lynching? This must



explain why faulty media coverage is the
subtext of riotous times. The veteran Black
journalist Marc Wadsworth asks: Did the
newsrooms spread misinformation and
demonise Mark Duggan, the Black, male
victim of the fatal shooting by police in
Tottenham?  Organiser of the Media and the
Riots mass meeting want to know: Did news
reporters fuel the disturbances and condemn
Black people, the poor and disaffected youth?

End-piece: Promoting a FAIR MEDIA
Challenge for Britain’s newsrooms. New
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according to the 2012 New Statesman’s
Minority Report “Are the media racist?” 
Hence, Black nobles, academics, journalists,
students, politicians, community leaders and
media activists have set new goals for
newsrooms. This is especially required where
issues of race are played out in the public
sphere, said Gary Younge, the Black
journalist on the Guardian. The Challenge is
to pursue direct results with commitment and



controlled focus. This invokes the    broader
view that equality and fairness should be the
integral foundations of a free press, an
informed public and meaningful civic
participation.



Speakers from the UK media democracy conference, from left to
right:-
Top row: Marc Wadsworth, Kevin Scott, Dr Beulah Ainley
Middle row: Lionel Morrison, Baroness Scotland of Asthal QC, Rt
Rev. John Mugabi Sentamu, Bishop of Stepney, Chief Inspector
of Police Dalton McConney
Bottom row: Linda Bellos, Adam Clayton Powell III, Neville
Lawrence of the Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust



Baroness and Bishop back call
for UK media democracy

To be both fair and free, the British press needs to
have more Black journalists on staff and to do a better
job of covering minority communities.

That was the message of a report, “What colour is
the news?”, strongly supported by Baroness Patricia
Scotland of the House of Lords, Bishop of Stepney John
Mugabi Sentamu, and Black community leaders and
journalists at a discussion at the Freedom Forum
European Centre, London, on Dec 7, 1998.

The report, researched by The Chronicle in
conjunction with the Centre, found evidence of
widespread discriminatory practises, despite claims by
editors that they are “colour-blind” in hiring and
promoting Black journalists.

Worrying trends of exclusion and
misrepresentation of Black people

Journalists of African, Caribbean and Asian descent



account for less than 2 per cent of the professional staff
in UK newsrooms, though minorities make up at least 6
per cent of the population.

Only a few dozen Blacks are among the 3,000 staff
journalists on national newspapers. Moreover, once
inside the newsrooms, minority journalists' promotion
prospects are poor, the report states.

Researchers seeking explanations for this situation
ran into a wall of silence from editors and news
executives. Within the BBC and the independent
television companies, they found signs of “diversity
fatigue”, a drastic slowdown in equality actions by
managers. Journalism schools, for their part, showed no
evidence of equality policies in their course literature or
on their web sites.

Mounting protests by Black journalists and
notables

Prominent Blacks in the media have recently become
more outspoken about the problem. ITV news presenter
Trevor McDonald, of African-Caribbean heritage, said:
“Historically, there has always been an imbalance.
However, in the past, there was not the number of



people knocking at the door as there is now. This is the
period of the crucial test.”

Baroness Scotland, Bishop Sentamu, chief inspector
of police Dalton McConney, and a ranking civil servant
Barbara Tomlin-Lindsay expressed their concern. They
were all troubled by what they saw as media unfairness,
sensationalism and bias towards Black people.

Working professional journalists speak out
Veteran journalist Marc Wadsworth and Linda

Bellos of the newly formed Black Media training
institute urged the media to do more to promote diversity
in their ranks. Dr Beulah Ainley, author of Black
Journalism, White Media (1998), the only academic
study of the topic, said “The media have for months been
reporting, the Stephen Lawrence inquiry (into the
racialist murder of Black youth in London) and the
under-representation of Black people in the police. They
fail to report that they employ even fewer Black people
than the police.”

Speakers also noted the Black community's flagging
confidence in the press. Neville Lawrence, father of
Stephen, recalled his distress that no daily papers



mentioned his son's death, yet headlines at the time
lamented the maltreatment of a stray dog. The initial lack
of press interest triggered his determination to get his
son's death reported and his killers found.

Positive action called for
The need to rebuild confidence in the media is

particularly obvious in London, where most Black
Britons live and where the major national news
organisations are located. One in five Londoners is from
an ethnic minority, and the figure rises to two in five in
some parts of the capital.

“Getting more Black students into journalism
schools and jobs must be the key to improving the media
in the future,” commented senior trainer and educator
Lionel Morrison, of the Black Members' Council,
National Union of Journalists.

Positive action training goals in the US were
outlined by visiting African American journalists, Kevin
Scott of NBC and Adam Clayton Powell III, vice-
president for technology, The Freedom Forum, Virginia.
Powell described the Forum's John Chips Quinn
scholars program as one way in which “students of



colour” have the chance to pursue journalism careers.
Participants agreed that follow-up efforts could

include bringing together newsroom managers,
journalism educators and funding bodies to develop a
training program for Black journalists in Britain
modelled on the Chips Quinn initiative.



What colour is the news?

Issues of race go straight to the heart of the UK
media. Britain's newsrooms -- in print, radio, television
and on the Internet -- lag far behind in recruitment of
Black staff at every level. Yet, racial disadvantage in
hiring and promotion is patently obvious in newsrooms
and the journalism schools that feed the industry. This
“blind-to-Blacks” syndrome threatens to undermine
claims of objectivity in the nation's press corps. Bold
new action plans piloted in the USA can help media
leaders meet the challenges of diversity and democracy.

Race facts and fiction
Ask any newspaper or TV editor about “race” and

you will get the standard reply: “Colour doesn't matter
in journalism newsrooms; we hire on the basis of
merit.” However, the weight of research and anecdotal
information proves the contrary.

Black and Asian faces are rare among Britain's
“news breed”, the journalists who gather and process
the nation's news. Twelve to 20 Black journalists were



employed during the mid-1990s in national newspapers,
out of a workforce of 3000, says Dr. Beulah Ainley,
author of Black Journalists, White Media, the only
academic study of the topic.

Probably only 1.8 per cent of the members of the
National Association of Journalists union, are non-
white, according to the NUJ Journalist magazine
December 1998. Black, Asian, and Arab journalists
comprised 2 per cent in the first industry-wide study by
veteran journalist Anthony Delano and John Henningham
for the London College of Printing in 1995. This figure
was considered “disproportionately low” compared to
the national minority population of 5.26 per cent. Alex
Pascall, chairperson of the National Union of Journalists
Black Members Council, estimates there were fewer
than 260 Black men and women in the 27,000-member
union during a similar period.

Provincial newspapers are reported to have a
particularly dismal record of accomplishment, says Dr.
Ainley. Only fifteen out of 8,000 journalists working in
local or provincial papers are Black, she says. In the
West Midlands, where thousands of Black immigrants
have settled since the 1960s, most papers do not have a



single Black journalist.

“Race” in the media is linked to violence,
danger and crime

Once inside the hallowed newsrooms, job mobility
is limited. Racial prejudice impedes minority progress,
say Black journalists interviewed by Delano and
Henningham. The Commission for Racial Equality, the
race relations watchdog agency, confirms the bleak
career prospects. The CRE observes that few
mainstream British newspapers “have Black or Asian
editors and very few have Black and Asian journalists”.

Wall of silence
News editors will find it hard to refute these

findings. A 1998 study of sixty newspapers exposed a
wall of silence, according to a diversity research
project by The Chronicle Internet magazine and The
Freedom Forum European Centre. The majority chose
not to respond or reveal figures on Black and ethnic
minority representation among their journalists.

Of 10 replies from national and provincial
newspapers, two expressed regrets for being too busy to



reply. Two said they do not keep records of staff by
ethnicity. One felt the issues raised by a request for
information “are too complex for numbers”, and another
stated tersely “we choose on the basis of merit only”.

“Colour-blindness” accounts for this reluctance to
respond, it is claimed. Editors and managers may
genuinely believe in hiring the person most suitable for
the job, without regard to colour. However, this notion
has been challenged since the 1970s by campaigning
Black groups such as the Black Media Workers
Association led by Dianne Abbott, now Labour MP, the
NUJ-backed Race Relations Working Party and the
Black Journalists' Association. In the light of this
vigorous rebuttal, notions of “suitability” are at best
highly subjective measures often used by editors to deny
Blacks entry or promotion.

In the strongest language so far from a working
journalist, Kamal Ahmed, media editor of The Guardian,
has spoken out against “casual racism” in today's
journalism. He has “condemned the lack of opportunities
for Black journalists on national and regional
newspapers” in a speech reported in the Press Gazette
30 October 1998.



No practical steps
When challenged with this evidence of all-white

newsrooms editors do nothing practical to change the
situation, says Dr. Ainley. They avoid consultation with
relevant agencies such as the NUJ-Black Members
Council and the Commission for Racial Equality. Most
have failed to respond on three occasions to our
enquiries, says Chris Myant, head of the CRE press
office.

In a classic textbook example of “blaming the
victim”, editors often reproach Black people for being
unqualified or not coming forward with applications.
However, focus groups of Black journalists organised
by the Chronicle-Forum diversity project reject these
allegations. One freelance journalist, who declined to be
named for fear of affecting her slim job prospects,
stated, with some bitterness: “I have a relevant
academic background and have made dozens of
applications for training and jobs, but was never
accepted”.

The fact of the matter is that editor's ignore the
“hundreds of well-educated Black people looking for
such opportunities”, says Ainley. A survey of Black



journalists carried out at the London School of
Economics found that “Not only did Black people apply
for journalism training and jobs but they did so for
months and sometimes years”, says the NUJ Journalist,
December 1998.

Furthermore, “while the education system is still
failing many Black people, those applying for
journalism courses and jobs are well-qualified, with 85
per cent having at least one degree, compared with 70
per cent of others”, as Ainley explains in her book Black
Journalists, White Media.

Clearly, Blacks have a harder row to hoe than
whites do. A survey reported in the Journalist found that
“80 per cent of Black journalists had a degree,
compared with 60 per cent of other journalists. Yet, less
than 2 per cent were accepted on mainstream courses
and jobs.”

From these observations, the print industry has one
glaring characteristic. It is virtually untouched by the sea
change of Government policies to combat racism. So
far, media leaders seem exempt from urgent demands for
Black recruits levelled at the police, social services,
teaching and the courts. In the words of the Journalist,



media reporting on the Stephen Lawrence inquiry have
targeted the under-representation of Black people in the
police. However, they fail to report that they employ
even fewer Black people than the police.”

Race and Television newsrooms
Television newsrooms have changed from the

colour-bar era of the 1960s, in sharp contrast to
newspapers. Now, the British Broadcasting Corporation
and some independent television companies claim
adherence to equality principles. Black personalities,
such as the journalists and television presenters Trevor
McDonald and Trevor Phillips, are in the top ranks,
along with some Black and Asian editors, producers and
technicians.

The BBC has the firmest commitment to hiring
greater numbers of minorities. Targeting them has been
practiced for a decade. Now, matching job recruitment
to the proportion of minorities in the population is a
major goal. By the year 2000, the BBC wants to recruit
an estimated 8 per cent of its staff from Black and
minority ethnic people.

Departing BBC director general, John Birt, fostered



the view that equality of opportunity has a key place in
the corporation's role as a public service broadcaster.
Under his leadership, the BBC aimed to be more
representative of contemporary British society in its
programmes and jobs.

Highly placed executives were urged to monitor
minority recruitment in employment, purchasing,
marketing and community involvement.  “We need to be
more successful in getting ethnic minority staff to move
up the organisation into senior decision-making roles”,
he said. This is a tall order for his successor, Greg
Dyke, who takes the helm of the broadcasting industry's
biggest employer and the largest news corps in the
world - with more than 2000 journalists and bureaux in
50 countries

The facts betray this avowed commitment to greater
diversity, however. Continued review of BBC annual
reports, shows the BBC is actually employing fewer
ethnic minorities in the majority of its directorates and
regions covered. Clearly, there is evidence of diversity
fatigue in the upper echelons of the BBC. Managers are
failing to keep up the momentum of their commitments to
race equality practices. These are alarming findings,



says Jim Pines, author of the UK contribution to a major
trans-European study of media employment titled More
Colour in the Media.

Minority employment is derisory in the newsrooms
of the non-BBC commercial companies licensed by the
Independent Television Commission, says Pines, and in
some cases numbers are declining. The companies, with
their £1.7 billion worth of advertisements and network
of stations, have less than 1 per cent minority
employees. Three-quarters of the ITV network had
fewer than 10 ethnic minority workers in programme
departments, including four with none at all. Stage
Screen & Radio, the broadcasting trade union journal,
called the findings “a national disgrace”.

Reality check needed
Prominent Black British media personalities have

become far more outspoken in response to this litany of
faults. Trevor McDonald, when asked to about the
absence of Blacks in the media by Kamal Ahmed of the
Guardian, replied, “Historically there has always been
an imbalance. However, in the past there was not the
number of people knocking at the door as there is now.



This is the period of the crucial test”.
What broadcasting needs is a “reality check”, says

Trevor Phillips who started out working on London
Weekend television in the early 1980s. BBC and
independent companies need to address the ills of the
television industry, he said in his 1998 lecture to the
Royal Television Society titled Are There Colour Bars
in a Digital Universe?

Racial disadvantage in broadcasting newsrooms is
now a worrying trend. Burhan Wazir, writing in The
Guardian, warns, “Britain's leading broadcasters are
increasingly failing to employ staff from ethnic minority
backgrounds”. This British malaise in broadcasting has
brought comments from continental observers. Jamil
Ouaj, co-ordinator of the More Colour in the Media
project for the European Institute for the Media based in
Dusseldorf, concludes that “If the subject of fair
treatment of ethnic minorities in the media is to be taken
seriously...it is also necessary to create serious
structures which will ensure the monitoring and support
of equal opportunities”.

 Trans-Atlantic contrasts



British and European newsrooms must seem like
dinosaurs to their colleagues across the Atlantic. In
America, all-white newsrooms are no longer
acceptable, according to the American Society of
Newspaper Editors. The breakthrough for minority
journalists came at least 35 years ago.

Spiralling 1960s urban riots shocked the US news
media out of its complacency. So did the 1968 Kerner
commission report calling for more Black participation
in the media and wider coverage. This was at a time
when 80 per cent of the US dailies employed no
journalists of colour, and less than 1 per cent of the
nation's journalists were African-American. The
commission criticised the “shockingly backward”
discriminatory hiring and promotion practices of the
journalism industry. It also condemned the media for
“failing to portray the Negro as a matter of routine and
in the context of the total society”.

The US newspapers finally faced up to change, says
the Media Studies Journal at Columbia University. The
ASNE urged members to set goals for minority
employment that matched minority representation in the
US population by the year 2000.



Now is the time to anticipate opportunities
and change

Britain need not go through the same traumas as riot-
prone America. However, few UK media leaders and
power holders can be sanguine. Reports increase of
mounting pessimism among Black youth at deteriorating
race relations, heavy-handed police surveillance, and
declining job opportunities. Clearly, British newsrooms
can no longer be run as private and racially exclusive
clubs. And there are several reasons why this is so.

Five decades after large-scale African Caribbean
and Asian immigrant settlement, editors and advertisers
must take into account a new set of demographic and
marketing factors. The media public is growing more
diverse in interests and demands. This is especially true
where Blacks and Asians are significant parts of the
media readership and consumer population. Today, one
in five Londoners are from an ethnic minority. In 25
years, it will probably be one in three, according to
demographers.

Political changes will soon have dramatic effects in
cities where the large majority of racial minorities live.
The forthcoming elections for new US-style mayor's in



British cities is a turning point in recent urban history.
More aggressive street-level politics and new political
hierarchies will result. Future newsgathering will take
place in keenly fought, ethnically mixed constituencies.
Reporters will need new social and civic bearings to
cover city life and trends.

Act for positive change in the media
Under these dynamic conditions, old certainties will

crumble. The colour line that allows a mere 12 to 20
Black journalists on national newspapers, out of a
workforce of 3000, can no longer hold. In a nation of
some six per cent minority population, editors will need
to expand and deepen the pool of journalistic talent to
cope with reporting change.

Newsgathering organisations will have to improve
their race equality employment practices. Managers will
need a new set of human resource development tools to
diagnose and analyse areas for action. The main media
trade associations --the Newspaper Publishers
Association, Society of Newspaper Editors, and the
Guild of Editors - should be encouraged to sanction
delinquent newspapers. Media regulatory bodies could



invoke similar actions to spur positive action in the
industry.

Change must also come in the journalism schools
that feed graduates into the industry's newsrooms. Data
from national education agencies, the Universities and
Colleges Admission Service (UCAS) and the Higher
Education Statistics Agency (HESA), confirm that
minority students are under-represented in first degree
and postgraduate journalism courses. They are less
likely than white candidates to gain admission to
courses.

Requests to the schools by the Chronicle and
Freedom Forum diversity researcher were met with
stony silence. Not one of the top six schools and smaller
training programmes replied to enquiries about minority
enrolment. Further, none shows any evidence of equal
opportunity policies in their course literature and
Internet web sites. Not one has published equality action
plans and targets.

Unless significantly more Black Britons are
encouraged into the educational and career pipeline, an
even larger under-representation will be apparent in
coming years.



In these circumstances, where both the news industry
and journalism schools show a “race-deficit” something
needs to be done to ensure that aspiring Black and
minority ethnic journalists get into the profession and
make their contributions.

The Chips Quinn initiative
In America, a decade-old internship program to

bring diversity to newsrooms has shown remarkable
results. The John Chips Quinn scholars program of The
Freedom Forum has successfully recruited “students of
colour” at journalism schools for professional
journalism careers. They gain intensive training in the
craft of news coverage at annual summer programmes
named for the managing editor of the Poughkeepsie
(N.Y.) Journal who died in 1990.

Commitment to news staff diversity and countering
diversity fatigue are the twin forces driving the Chips
Quinn initiative. Participants are drawn from African
American, Hispanic, Asian American and Native
American backgrounds. Their diversity insights, along
with newly acquired reporting, editing and computer
skills, make them eminently employable. They are



supported with bursaries, newspaper internships, and
receive a $1000 scholarship for successful completion.
Starting with six scholars in 1991, there are 250 alumni
to date.

In addition, a newly introduced programme attracts
journalism students during the academic year. They take
a semester off from their regular studies to undergo the
kind of training, mentoring, and work placements that
can open doors to newsrooms nationwide.

Beneath the philanthropic and social objectives is a
firm goal that minority students understand very well.
“Chips had the benefit of professional and family
contacts that led him through career opportunities”, says
his father John C. Quinn. “But he could not find a similar
network of minority talent as he strove to diversify his
staff. This program seeks to fulfil that goal.”

Felix Gutierrez, who is responsible for the
programme, added his voice to these founding principles
at the Quinn scholar’s class meeting of 1997. “We
recognise that the business-as-usual attitude will not
suffice... We do need to make affirmative efforts for the
media to be racially inclusive to represent all cultures.”

Piloting diversity in UK journalism



Positive action for greater newsroom and classroom
diversity, like the Chips Quinn idea, deserves a trial in
Britain. It could provide a means to help British Blacks
to gain professional journalism training, develop their
self-esteem after decades of exclusion, and qualify them.
“Moves to increase the number of Black journalists
through special training grants and other means need to
be supported,” says journalism lecturer at City
University Richard Keeble in his book The Newspapers
Handbook.

We know that old patterns of journalistic exclusion
won't work - practically or ethically. Pierre Bourdieu,
the French sociologist, puts it clearly in his book On
Television and Journalism. There is little room in
tomorrow's world for journalists afflicted by “mental
closure” and “narcissistic complacency”.

Moreover, the narrow range of talents and
experiences from which journalists are presently drawn
makes them vulnerable to errors in reporting practice
and editorial judgement. All-white newsrooms and
journalism schools restrict creative responses to news
coverage in multi-cultural societies. Overall, the effect
of under-representation of minorities in the media



workforce and media content is dangerous to the
development of society and democracy.

Showing that diversity can work is the answer to the
Jeremiahs. Diversity offers the media industry an
opportunity to expand its audience and meet new
consumer needs. Diversity need not be viewed as a
“problem”; it is an opportunity to practice good
journalism. Diversity improves the product - the news -
and by so doing helps improve democracy.

Of course, vigorous leadership by media owners and
controllers is necessary to achieve diversity goals. To
paraphrase US General Colin Powell's message to
Britain's armed forces, news organisations must commit
themselves to minority hiring. Responsibility for doing
this lies squarely on the shoulders of senior members of
the media industry - in print, radio, television and
online.

The prototypes for success are at hand. In the
vanguard are special training programmes and strategies
to recruit, promote and retain minority staff. Leaders
should require no less than zero tolerance of
discrimination, and close monitoring of the performance
and attitudes of senior managers.



Reporting on race: Britain’s
rawest media nerve

Claims of media bias are a common enough
occurrence these days. Disgruntled politicians, Palace
flunkies, errant footballers and coked-up celebrities take
it out on journalists all the time. Even the great and the
good — nobles, parliamentarians, bishops and judges in
all their finery — react in anger to unwarranted press
criticism and abuse.

But what you don’t hear much about are the
complaints by Afro-British people against the
unrelenting prejudices and negative stereotypes they
face in the popular, mainstream media. It appears to
them as if journalists, editors and media owners have
taken a step back in time.

For 70 years, the same old media
prejudices

Headlined stories conjure up images of raw
Caribbean immigrants fresh off the postwar Windrush



boat decades ago rather the aspiring urbanites and
Londoners that many of them are today.

To a certain degree, there is a good reason for racial
minorities to think their perspectives are at best warped
by the media or, worse, not heard at all. Why? The
answer lies, in large part, in the media’s image as
“white, male and middle class”. Greg Dyke, when
director general of the BBC, acknowledged that the
powerful, globe-girdling news organisation was
“hideously white”.

Furthermore, media studies suggest that journalists,
editors and media owners don’t see their race as an
essential feature of their identities. Strange. However,
Black youth of the hip-hop generation, see the dominant
media are most certainly Caucasian, or you might say,
Anglo-Saxon, and speak for a white nation, which
expects all others to conform to its ways.

Measuring impacts
The evidence shows that understanding race and the

media is one crucial barometer of the quality of press
reporting and its effect on public attitudes and views
about Black people. Hence, continuous monitoring of the



press — newspapers, radio, TV and online – is
essential.

Those who know media journalism say it’s time for
a reality check. Therefore, we’ve woven issues of race
and the media into this web blog. We aim to help
counter the perceived biases and to give communities,
experts, and their allies, a web site to propose solutions
and appropriate actions.

Historic media prejudice
It is worth stating the fundamental issue at stake

here. When the modern settlers from the Caribbean and
later from Africa arrived in Britain, they faced, in large
part, a hostile press.

Experts like senior journalist Beryl Ainley and
Professor of cultural studies Stuart Hall have helped us
to target the race-linked press themes.  CRIME,
DRUGS, ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION OFFENCES, were
routinely regarded as BLACK CRIMES. Newspaper
headlines made it apparent that it was a “coloured
person who did it” – a practice for which the press has
often been criticised.

The paradox is that prejudice in the newsrooms,



despite modest gains in race equality, is still
unambiguously negative. RIOTS, VIOLENCE, CRIME,
DRUG TRAFFICING, WELFARE SCROUNGERS and
BENEFIT CHEATS – scream the headlines of today’s
press, all coloured-coded “Black”.

Time for change
The research evidence shows that the media

reinforces stereotyped thinking about race, colour and
class. They can inflame public fears and racial hatred
and fuel the rise of racist, neo-Nazi parties and far-right
organisations.

There is a groundswell of opposing views led by
Black newspapers, radio and TV, and the Black
Members Council of the National Union of Journalists.
They are demanding fundamental changes in media
power, attitude and style. Online scholars and activists,
citizen journalists and bloggers have increasingly added
their support.

Change must start in the media boardrooms and
reach right down to the news desks. “Hiring practices at
all levels should reflect the diverse groups in society”,
say many. Nothing less than this is needed if the media



industries and the colleges and journalism schools that
feed them are to overcome their pervasive reputation of
inequality.

Shaping media ethics
Professional journalists cannot be complacent about

their social role.  A serious critique of the mass media’s
handling of race relations is long overdue.

Moreover, this is no idle observation. The influence
of the press upon public attitudes and morals is so great
at the present that the “race question” ought not to be
regarded indifferently. Urgently needed are principles
and guidelines for the most socially sensitive “best
media practices”.

Questions to answer
The good spirit of the public, the press and their

readers and viewers must be roused in order to curb the
worst media excesses. Here are some key questions for
comment and debate.

In your opinion, is the press behaving improperly on
race issues? What are your pet peeves about media
reporting on Black communities? Are guidelines needed
to curb the excesses in media representation of



minorities?
The most powerful leaders and media owners and

editors must be drawn into resolving race-media issues;
chief among them is Rupert Murdoch, head of a $48bn
media empire, including the Sun, the Times and BkyB in
the UK.

Should media bias be more firmly targeted by media
ethics groups such as the MediaWise Trust, and closely
monitored by the watchdog agencies: the Press
Complaints Authority, the Broadcasting Standards
Commission and Ofcom?

What lessons can be learned from “Fair Media”
advocates in America, the civil rights leaders, public
affairs groups, and journalist organisations that
challenge biases in the media industry?



Revealed: How UK media
fuelled race prejudice

Backed by a centuries old news tradition, with
thousands of print titles, a solid platform of radio and
television programming, and a growing Internet online
presence, most UK journalists would firmly proclaim,
“We in Britain are proud of our tradition of a free
press.”

However, the hard news is that the mass media - TV,
radio, newspapers, magazines and on the Internet - are
free to be prejudiced in covering Black communities.
And free to maintain closed doors to Black and minority
ethnic journalists.

These failings of the British media are not new.
They were identified and called into question almost
thirty years ago by Jamaican-born Stuart Hall, then a
fellow at the Contemporary Cultural Studies Centre,
Birmingham University. He told a visibly shocked BBC
television audience in November 1971 “there is
something radically wrong with the way Black
immigrants - West Indians, Asians and Africans -are



handled by and presented on the mass media”.

Black images debate
Nineteen seventy-one was a year of heightened

emotions for him. He was painfully aware that the
texture and tone of Black images in the media had
worsened. His newly gained powers to act as director
of contemporary cultural studies at the University of
Birmingham boosted his confidence. Late in the year, on
the crest of academic success, he contributed a powerful
statement on “Black Men, White Media” to a BBC
television debate on racial images.

Negative racial images cannot not be resolved by “a
few more Black faces on the screen, or by an extra
documentary or two on immigrant problems,” said Hall.
Nor could the causes be traced simply to “casual
discrimination on racial matters within the broadcasting
organisations”.

Warming to his subject, he said: “Its roots lie deep
within the broadcasting structures themselves, and good
liberal broadcasters, as well as bad racialist ones, are
both constrained by these structures.

Established scenario of white over Black



Class, race and power all play a part in media
organisations and Hall outlined a convincing scenario as
follows:

“Broadly speaking, the media exist in a very close,
sympathetic relationship to power and established
values. They favour a consensus view of any problem:
they reflect overwhelmingly middle class attitudes and
experience. This unfits them for an authentic portrayal of
the Black community and its problems.

“The media tend to favour an in-group of chums,
experts, privileged witnesses, middle men - whereas
Blacks are predominantly an out-group, outside the
consensus.

Moreover, “The media reflect organized majority
and minority viewpoints - whereas Blacks are relatively
unorganized. The media are sensitive to middle class
ways of life - whereas Blacks belong to the skilled and
semi-skilled working class.

“The media favour the articulate - whereas Blacks
are relatively un-articulate, and their anger and
frustration often out-runs the terms of polite debate.

“Above all, the media are defensive about the
sacred institutions of society - whereas Black people



encounter problems in these sensitive power-areas:
employment, public discrimination, housing,
parliamentary legislation, local government, law and
order, the police.”

Conflicts of interest
No one has so compellingly and carefully dissected

how the British media's acclaimed freedoms mask its
powers to hurt and deprive defenceless Black people.
Understanding the conflict of interest between the media
and Black people is fundamental, said Hall.

“The mass media play a crucial role in defining the
problems and issues of public concern. They are the
main channels of public discourse in our segregated
society. They transmit stereotypes of one group to other
groups. They attach feelings and emotions to problems.
They set the terms in which problems are defined as
'central' or 'marginal.'“

What is more, this marginalisation is not of recent
origin; it has historic precedents, said Hall. He knew, as
did Eric Williams, Trinidadian author of the canonical
work Capitalism and Slavery, that the “sugar and slave
men” - London's wealthy West India lobby - were



favoured customers of the Bank of England. Hence, he
said:

“My own view is that Black people have had an
invisible presence for centuries in British history: they
have been the hidden component in the fate and fortune
of Britain as a world-imperial power. In the very
moment when that world-historical role is being
diminished, Blacks have come in large numbers to work
and live in what is laughingly called the 'host' society.
They have always been - and are now visibly - central
to the society's “quarrel with itself.” You exclude them
from access at considerable peril to society as a
whole.”

Pernicious view of “Black problems” mass
persuasion

Hall's tenacity was extraordinary. He cited a range
of charges against media broadcasting that suggest a
pernicious form of mass indoctrination.

“When Blacks appear in the documentary/current
affairs part of broadcasting, they are always attached to
some 'immigrant issue': they have to be involved in
some crisis or drama to become visible actors to the



media. However, problem-centred programmes like
these select and process participants in terms of very
rigid programme-formulae.

“Blacks participate, then, in broadcasts defined by
the media as 'Black' problems: and they do so within
constraints, given in the very professional definition of
what constitutes 'good television', by the producers
themselves. It is very rare indeed to see a programme
where Blacks themselves have defined the problem as
they see it. Now it matters a great deal whether studio
discussions are based on the premise that Black people
constitute a problem for Mr. Enoch Powell [who
appealed to racial hatred], or that Enoch Powell
constitutes a problem for Black people.” 

Hall traces this false “Black problem” agenda to its
source. “Such programmes are inevitably based on the
liberal consensus assumption that we are all proceeding,
slowly but inevitably, towards a racially integrated
society”. But not many Blacks would agree with this
assumption, Hall suggested.

“Actually, for Blacks, this premise of integration is a
highly problematic question. There is much more
evidence that Britain is, slowly but inevitably, drifting



towards the creation of a permanent Black minority of
second-class citizens, large numbers of them living in
poverty and deprivation, and subject to discrimination
as a group.

The media's view of Black people contrasts sharply
with the views held by Blacks about themselves. It is
plain to see, says Hall that “The liberal postulate about
'integration' is a politician's and broadcaster's utopia.
No Black group would, realistically, choose this
framework for a discussion of its problems. But, not
only is this more realistic view never made the
consensual basis of broadcasting, but it is extremely rare
to see on television an examination of the real
conditions on the ground, in the Black/white
communities, from which integration or its opposite -
permanent conflict - might emerge.”

Real issues masked
As a result, the media ignores the real issues with

which Black people must contend says Hall.
“This is because the media, on the whole, naturally

gravitate to the liberal middle-ground: they find conflict
and oppression - the real conditions of Black existence -



difficult and awkward. They tend to redefine all
problems as failures in communication.

“There has been little, attempt either in drama,
documentary or features to explore and express the rich,
complex, diverse and troubled experience of Blacks.
There have been few, if any, programmes sufficiently in
touch with the grass roots of Black opinion to recreate in
broadcasting terms how the world looks from that
position.

“The broadcasting formulae seem to inhibit ordinary
people talking in their own terms about their own
experience to the rest of society. The visible debate,
therefore, about Blacks, conducted in terms primarily set
up by the race relations industry, leaves the vast,
invisible majority of Blacks untouched and
unrepresented. They are a repressed part of what - from
the viewpoint of the, broadcasting studios - is virtually
'unknown country'.

Indeed, “When the debate does surface, it is
virtually impossible to hear any but a handful of middle
class Blacks - like me - and spokesmen for the Black
community - like most of the people in this studio
speaking for the rest.



“On the whole, less articulate Blacks are
mercilessly processed and patronised when they do
appear on the screen. What inhibitions, what constraints,
what forms of self-censorship, what shallowness of
social contacts ensure that the media will be so deeply
unrepresentative of the ordinary men and women in this
society?

Besides, “Blacks are not puppets attached by strings
to some set of issues defined as 'Black problems.' They
form a natural minority in any cross-section of opinion
from a large industrial city in England. They are
crucially affected by everything that affects the rest of
the society - education, welfare, common market, law
and order. They have a right to access when these
questions are being discussed.”

Growing Black consciousness
Then Hall took his audience beyond conventional

assumptions of the media. Emerging Black communities,
with their distinctive viewpoints and problems, are
entering the arena of media discourse.

“In recent years, there has been, within the Black
communities, a growing sense of identification with



Black consciousness and culture, with movements for
liberation amongst Black countries and minorities
elsewhere, and a growing impulsion to link informal
segregation in Britain with more overt forms of racism
elsewhere. Just as there has been a powerful thrust
towards defining Britain as naturally and inevitably
white.'

“Now neither of these strands in public opinion are
going to disappear because such controversial attitudes
and conflicts are difficult for broadcasters to handle.
Where such attitudes exist among Blacks - and they do -
they must be allowed clear expression: without the
broadcasters silently labelling them 'Black power' and
therefore 'extremist' and therefore 'wrong' and therefore
excluding them, or 'cooling them out' in the studio. The
thrust towards Black consciousness - like the thrust
towards more overt racism - are deeply rooted in the
real historical situation: they won't disappear because
they affront broadcasting's liberal sensibilities.”

Media reinforce stereotypes
Returning to his theme Black Men, White Media,

Hall spoke directly about key targets of Black concern:



the drama and entertainment programmes that reinforce
stereotypes. These, he said exert a much stronger impact
on the formation of popular attitudes than current affairs
programmes.

Indeed, “Children's television, for example, is still
'whiter than white.' The affluent thrillers have more
stereotyped Black villains and problem families per
square footage than they ought to in a society that is
confronting an extremely dangerous problem.

Moreover, “My impression is that this whole area of
drama, serials and entertainment is treated as 'routine
broadcasting' where, the race question is concerned: yet
it may be precisely here where the fundamental damage
is being done.

“The important point about television entertainment
is that it educates the popular consciousness informally;
by dealing with real-life problems and situations in
fictional terms, it creates images without appearing to
do so. And it powerfully attaches feelings and emotions
to these images - feelings which can then be triggered
off in more explosive situations.”

Fatal flaws



Hall's analysis reveals fatal flaws in the self-
righteous beliefs of journalists. He also previews
topical issues of “institutional racism” experienced by
many Black people as he concludes:

“What concerns me is the unwitting biases, the
hidden premises, the invisible attitudes and loyalties, the
concealed links between broadcasting and power,
broadcasting and class which prevent the media from
articulating this experience in clear and authentic terms.

“I doubt whether a little tinkering with the schedules
will do here. I believe the constraints are written in to
broadcasting structures as we presently have them: and I
believe that, if the situation does not rapidly change,
broadcasters, like politicians, will face a massive
withdrawal of confidence from the invisible half - Black
and white - in the society: a silent revolt of the
audience.”

Prof Stuart Hall's achievement lies in the rational
intensity he brought to the 1970's race-media debate. His
politically potent arguments are just as central to our
contemporary media concerns. These range from errant
press freedom and the role of class, power, and
institutional racism to the most intricate questions of



minority images and employment in the press and
journalism schools, and from mass disinformation and
propaganda to serious violations of media ethics. All
wrapped up, as Pierre Bourdieu said: in “mental
closure” and “narcissistic complacency”.

Today, with mounting criticism of negative Black
images and under-representation in the media, Hall's
brilliant analysis helps us to understand why colour-
coded newsrooms and views of modern society must be
changed.

(Stuart Hall holds an MA from Merton College,
Oxford, where he was a Rhodes scholar. He came to
prominence at the Centre for Cultural Studies at
Birmingham University and thereafter as Professor of
Sociology at the Open University from 1979. He has
written or contributed to key works on culture, media
studies and politics. Grateful acknowledgement is due to
the publishers of Savacou, Journal of the Caribbean
Artists Movement, vol. 9/10, 1974, in which the article
Black Men, White Media by Stuart Hall appeared.)



Street-Wise Or Media
Lynching?

Newsrooms not “criminal youth” incited August
2011 disturbances, panel inquiry reports

Most Britons of goodwill welcome the report of the
government’s riot inquiry panel on the summer riots
across the UK last year. They also say yes to the calming
pleas of David Lammy, the Black MP, in his book Out of
the Ashes, a plea for peace in strife-torn, multi-racial
Tottenham, London.

However, the media’s coverage is the subtext of
riotous times. Did the newsrooms spread misinformation
and demonise Mark Duggan, the Black, male victim of
the fatal shooting by police in Tottenham? Did news
reporters fuel the disturbances and condemn Black
people, the poor and disaffected youth?

“Many Black people, particularly young ones, I have
spoken with think the “riots” were badly reported”, said
Marc Wadsworth, organiser of the Media and the Riots
mass meeting in November  2011, The veteran Black
newsman and  editor of The-Latest.com, a citizen’s



online journal, said “Youth dispute the nasty stereotypes
about them being used by biased journalists”.

Evidence in the inquiry report published 28 March
by the Riots Communities and Victims Panel confirms
the media’s viral violence. Breaking news tickers of
major news outlets spread unsubstantiated rumours
about “criminal and Black rioters”. The 24-hour news
coverage on BBC News and Sky News exaggerated the
extent of rioting in their areas, said Josh Halliday in the
Guardian Media online 28 March. Their unrelenting
scaremongering actually directed people to trouble spots
and “helped fuel the disorder in London and other UK
cities”, according to the panel.

Thus, we arrive at an alarming conclusion. UK
newsrooms must change -- from reporters to editors to
news channels, media companies and investors to the
public broadcaster BBC. Media journalists incited the
disturbances not youth and Blackberry’s, Twitter,
Facebook and social networks, as falsely claimed. The
Guardian and the London School of Economics study
confirmed this in 2011, based on interviews with 270
rioters and an analysis of 2.6m riot-related tweets. We
must conclude that the rolling news coverage of the



disturbances was more like a media lynching than
objective reportage.

The evidence suggests that the media’s stewardship
of the news requires urgent review, especially in
periods of urban crisis. Politicians at the highest levels
should act against media disenfranchisement of Black
people.

Nick Clegg, Liberal Democrat MP, Deputy Prime
Minister and patron of the inquiry panel, must address a
crucial national issue: why is there no equality and few
Black people in the nation’s media?  Why deny access
to skills and perspectives that only they have in a
globalising multi-cultural nation?

Mr Clegg could use his good offices to launch a
media fair play investigation. The media chiefs must sit
down together with society’s civil rights guardians.
Among them the equalities and local government
ministers, Equality and Human Rights Commission and
the government’s ethnic minorities advisory committee.
Partners should include Black and inner city community
representatives and Liberty, the campaigning protector
of civil liberties and human rights for everyone.

Furthermore, Clegg should follow his own precedent



for media change. He celebrated Lord Scarman’s call
for “direct coordinated attack on racial disadvantage”
following the Brixton disturbances in 1981. Thirty years
on, Clegg was moved to say, “Real equality is not just
the absence of prejudice. It is the existence of fairness
and opportunity too”.



Promoting Fair Practices in
Britain’s newsrooms

When media newsrooms consistently refuse to hire
Black journalists and end misrepresentation of Black
communities they are failing in their civic engagement,
and people have the right to complain and seek remedial
action. Why?

The pattern is persistent. Statistics for 2012
show that “Black and ethnic minorities are
still largely absent from the opinion pages,
senior executive roles and staff jobs in the
media,” the New Statesman Minority Report
“Are the media racist?” article. The liberal-
left papers did better than their centre-right
counterparts did but not by much, the New
Statesman discovered.

The pattern infects the key areas of the
newsrooms. Researchers found that four out
of 48 columnists in the Guardian/Observer



were non-white; for the
Independent/Independent on Sunday it was
one out of 34 columnists. All others had no
Black journalists of any consequence on their
staff]. This “damning indictment” in a diverse
urban society,   concludes: ethnic minorities
are absent from the “columnists who occupy,
specifically, the prime real estate that is a
newspaper's “comment and opinion” pages”.
See http://www.newstatesman.com/blogs/the-
staggers/2012/01/white-pages-press-ethnic

Exclusion and misrepresentation reaches
into the highest echelons.  Rafael Behr, chief
political commentator of The New Statesman,
questions whether journalists with privileged
access to the corridors of parliament can
report fairly on the politics of race when they
are “almost exclusively white, forty something
men”. There is “something mildly ridiculous
about a bunch of white men sitting in all-white
newsrooms, asking white journalists on their
staff if they knew any Black people who might
want to write about how racism is no longer

http://www.newstatesman.com/blogs/the-staggers/2012/01/white-pages-press-ethnic


such an issue”, said Behr in the New
Statesman.)

This litany of media ills is serious, systemic
and dangerous. The cries for improved life
chances still echoing from riot-torn
Tottenham, London in August 2011, spur the
drive for remedial actions and change in every
part of the media – national, regional and city,
and radio and television and the new social
media. 

We need to get the message across that “a
more diverse newsroom means better
reporting and better stories”.This is the
view of Marc Wadsworth, in “Media
coverage of riots “biased” by Elizabeth Pears
in The Voice December 8-14, 2011.
Furthermore, Wadsworth, an online editor of
The-Latest citizen’s journal and lecturer in
journalism at London’s City University, said,
“It is just unthinkable and very backwards that
newsrooms in this country still do not reflect



the racial make-up of our population”.

Therefore, we have to conclude that a media
industry that knows almost absolutely nothing of the
lives led by African and Afro-Caribbean citizens in
Britain – and cares less --is a national scandal. Race
preference for whites in the media is not an
understandable cloning of elitism and skin-colour.
Moreover, it is not simply a lapse in editorial
competence or executive responsibility. Indeed, it is not
a mere blip on the journalist’s otherwise “objective”
laptop. Whatever it is, however, continued
discriminatory race preference is an unworthy,
unrestrained blemish on the media. And this requires
Black journalists and communities to move forward as
agents of media change. They must:

Keep their eyes on the prize: their equality
goals, values and desired outcomes. And
make media bosses, editors and reporters
accept and support new views and actions
with appropriate resources. Indeed, not only
in news reports but also in key subsectors:
such as advertising, technology and computer



games, crafts and design, fashion, film and
video -- and from arts to politics, business to
non-profit management, innovation to
engineering.

Promote the interests of the new Black and
minority ethnic consumers that will be
increasingly a significant media market. This
follows from the tremendous racial, cultural,
demographic and political changes that have
taken place in the last 60 years. More than two
and a half million Black and Asian people
live in Britain [out of estimated 61.8 million
in 2009]. Non-white populations range from
19 to 40 percent in cities like Leicester,
Birmingham, Manchester and the nation’s
capital London, according to the Home Office
Statistics 2005 www.statistics.gov.uk. Make
sure that media managers and journalists open
their doors and their eyes to the changing
population profile. 

Use the social media to link each person in a
networked campaign to influence the media

http://www.statistics.gov.uk


newsrooms. This will encourage a more
responsible presentation of diversity and a
freshness that will win younger, and
especially minority readers.

Create, regularly review and act on an
inventory of integrity measures of newsrooms
behaviour. How accountable is the media of
your choice? How open is it?  Is self-
regulation working? Will new media laws and
ethics decrease the chance for discrimination?
Apply yearly legal, legislative and ethical to
show where the newsroom stands on fair
media hiring practices and community issues.

Set the agenda buttons clicking in a range of
charities and media fairness organisations.
Some to seek legal redress by altering the
law. Others to promote change through
improved education and training. Still others
to concentrate on raising public awareness.
Urge media professionals and journalists’
unions to start training, video streaming and
E-learning courses. Mobilise campaigns for



greater powers of press regulation and tougher
sanction over errant publishers by the
moribund press watchdog Press Complaints
Commission.

Finally, create Black journalists associations
and alliances of media consumer readers,
users and viewers to lobby the press and
Government. They need to listen to,
understand and act on central media issues of
public interest. This is widely acknowledged
by the Collective of Professional Black
Journalists and the Media Trust charity led by
Jon Snow, newscaster on Channel 4, in the
conference report Lawrence, Macpherson and
the media – a new beginning?

Black nobles, academics, journalists, students,
politicians, community leaders and media activists have
set new goals for newsrooms where issues of race are
played out in the public sphere. They have called for
truth-telling about the major media and political
debacles that affect the ordinary lives of Black people.

The Challenge is to pursue direct results with



commitment and controlled focus. This invokes the
broader view that equality and fairness should be the
integral foundations of a free press, an informed public
and meaningful civic participation.

Thus, the Black presence in the media serves a
wider social purpose -- call it Open journalism “that
everyone can be a part of.” It has value too, said Gary
Younge, the Black reporter for the Guardian in Comment
and Debate, Guardian Monday 26 March 2012, p. 18.  
“The readers should be part of the storytelling process,
and the interactivity keeps us honest”,
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